
NAKED NETWORKING®

Today’s competitive business market demands results, and a powerful circle of influence 

can help you get there.  Naked Networking®, a high energy keynote that explores five 

networking mistakes and solutions explained in an easy to remember acronym (NAKED) 

challenges participants to consider new possibilities for building and sustaining powerful 

connections.  This high-energy keynote keeps audiences on the edge of their seat eager 

for more while exploring innovative ways to “Network Smarter.”

TOP AUDIENCE TAKEAWAYS

• Discover 5 networking mistakes (and solutions) to build powerful connections

• Learn a proven 3-step networking strategy

• Explore ways to overcome FEAR to network with confidence



CAREER DATING: HOW TO “DATE” YOUR CAREER AND FALL IN LOVE WITH 
WHAT YOU DO (AGAIN & AGAIN)

Are you “dating” your career?  In other words, are you curious about how to fall in love 

with what you do (again and again)? If you answered, “Yes,” you won’t want to miss Ca-

reer Dating, a keynote based on Kari Mirabal’s TEDx Talk of the same title.  As a member 

of the audience, you’ll explore innovative ways to reignite passion within your career and 

avoid getting “stuck” in a job you hate.

Empower yourself with knowledge to shift dated mindsets including “I have to stay at a 

new job 3-5 years” or “I can’t apply, I don’t have the required skills to apply for my dream 

career”.  Learn powerful ways to brand yourself, proven network strategies and ways to 

manage workplace triggers inherent in today’s competitive environment.

Whether you’re interested in making the most of the career you already have, pondering 

ways to gain a promotion or looking for a new industry experience altogether, this fun 

twist on the commonalities between romantic dating and dating your career offers 

audiences a humorous yet insightful approach to “dating your career”.  Let’s GO … it’s time 

for you to learn how to be the CEO of your career.

TOP AUDIENCE TAKEAWAYS

• Eliminate “dated mindsets” to overcome career barriers

• Learn ways to navigate workplace triggers

• Discover easy ways to ignite your career  using kills you already



LINKEDIN LOGIC: TOP 10 PROFILE “MUST-HAVES”

Networking has unlimited potential, but only for those willing to take risks, work outside 

their comfort zones, and explore new possibilities. Discover why people with dated 

mindsets get left behind when they neglect learning how LinkedIn can help them get 

ahead in today’s competitive business market. We don’t want you to ATTEND this 

keynote or masterclass, we invite you to EXPERIENCE it with interactive activities 

designed to inspire both new and advanced platform users. 

Kari’s edgy delivery will make you laugh and motivate you to take further action on 

LinkedIn. Hear how she’s leveraged 15+ years of experience to build and sustain mutually 

beneficial relationships.  Discover how to attract others to your profile, must hear things to 

avoid when on the platform, and learn proven LinkedIn strategies through real-world 

examples shared. This topic isn’t for everyone, only those ready to create improved 

professional outcomes for themselves, their team, and their company.  

  
TOP AUDIENCE TAKEAWAYS

• Discover Top 10 LinkedIn Profile “Must-Haves”

• Explore Ways LinkedIn Helps Increase Business Success

• Hear Kari’s 3-step networking strategy

• Learn how to Attract (and Sustain) New Network Connections


